
SUST1001: 
Sustainability – The 
Historic Context 

Week 3



Why?



Where to begin? 
Selection of 6 key moments that shaped the evolution of each pillar of 
sustainability in the twenty first century…



Environmental Events



Fashion V wildlife conflicts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before the turn from the 19th to the 20th centuries – high fashion – bird feathers and hats Ornithologist Frank Chapman documented 40 species of birds whilst on a walk through Manhattan in 1886 -not in the trees or sky—but perched upon women’s heads. In the first quarter of 1884, almost 7,000 bird-of-paradise skins were being imported to Britain, along with 0.4 million birds from West India and Brazil, and 0.36 million birds from East India – from Adams, William Mark (2004). Against Extinction: The Story of Conservation. London Sterling, VA: Earthscan. UK protest movement – birth of plumage league in 1889 which then became the RSPB.



Air Pollution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great smog of London in 1952 –Killer Acid smog a result of air pollutants and climatic conditions, at the time 4000 fatalities as a direct result of the smog (although consequent research puts this at 12,000) and around 100,000 had severe respiratory illness.Led to Clean Air Act 1956 Significant legislation / awareness beginnings of environmental research and policy



Silence ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Silent Spring published in 1962– impact of intensive agriculture on nature in particular DDT on bird populations



Earth Rising 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apollo 8 Mission – on December 24th 1968 William Anders takes the first colour photo of the Earth rising from the horizon of the moonWhat impact do you think this had at the time?Cusp of the 70s the first photos of earth taken from space are widely published-  Reality of limits of the planet explicit in global psyche after first picture from space called ‘earthrise’ became an iconic reminder of our lonely planet's splendid isolation and delicate fragilityCoincidence that following year (of moon landing) in 1969 Green Peace was founded, followed by publication of the first ecologist in 1970 and then founding of Friends of the Earth in 1971



Environmental Disasters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chernobyl 1986Exxon Valdez 1989 oil spill – huge loss of marine life / destruction of eco-system 10.8 million gallons of oil leaked into the seaStrengthening of regulations on shipping – physical ships and working practices



United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
(UNCHE) was held in Stockholm, Sweden in 1972
Stockholm Declaration and Launch of UNEP

Global Political Commitments 

First use of term sustainable 
development: 1980

Brundtland definition:
1987 

Rio Earth Summit -Agenda 21: 
1987 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (UNCHE) was held in Stockholm, Sweden in 1972 attended by reps from 113 countries.The number of activists and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that attended the events in and around the conference was unprecedented.The first major international gathering focused on human activities in relationship to the environment, and it laid the foundation for environmental action at an international level. The conference acknowledged that the goal of reducing human impact on the environment would require extensive international cooperation, as many of the problems affecting the environment are global in nature. Following this conference, the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) was launched in order to encourage United Nations agencies to integrate environmental measures into their programs. IUCN – International Union for Conservation of Nature together with the United Nations Environment Programme and the World Wide Fund for Nature collaborate with UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) to publish a World Conservation Strategy�Argues that development depends on conservation – imposing limits – precautionary –species could be usefulFirst use of term sustainable development: 1980Publication and adoption of World Conservation Strategy“…the integration of conservation and development to ensure that modifications to the planet do indeed secure the survival and well-being of all people.”

https://portals.iucn.org/library/node/6424
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/outcomedocuments/agenda21


Economic Events



Fordism and Mass Consumption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 1950s also saw the birth of concerns about social, economic and cultural impacts of Fordism and Mass consumption. 1957 saw James Vicary inserted the words "Eat Popcorn" and "Drink Coca-Cola" into a movie, single frames and not long enough for conscious visual reception but enough for subconscious reception. Caused outrage.A number of popular books were published which started to question the moral integrity of the advertising industry such as Vance Packard’s the Hidden Persuaders in 1957 which looked at some of the subliminal techniques being pursued by advertisers. This was followed by the Waste Makers in 1960 which drew attention to growing concerns about built in obsolescence.



AWARENESS OF ECONOMIC BOYCOTTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NestleIn 1977, the Minneapolis-based Infant Formula Action Coalition began a boycott against Swiss-based Nestle after its aggressively marketed baby formula was linked to increased infant mortality in developing countries. The INFACT boycott was suspended officially in 1984 when Nestle agreed to implement the International Code of Marketing of Breast-milk Substitutes, but subsequent ones are still ongoing in 2018 due to the company's repeated violations and misleading marketing claims.



Fair Trade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Earlier attempts and small scale projects but in 1988 First Fairtrade label Max Havelaar was introduced in Netherlands – went on to become Fairtrade International in 1997



Jubilee 2000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jubilee 2000 – movement active during the 1990s to try and eliminate developing countries debt



Presenter
Presentation Notes
1997 Global Reporting Initiative – helping businesses measure and report their sustainability practices1999  Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes Tool for investors looking for profitable companies who follow sustainable development principles.



Social Events



Political Equality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NUWSS organized its first large, open-air procession which came to be known as the Mud March on 7 February 1907.Miss Millicent Fawcett said in a speech in 1911 that their movement was "like a glacier; slow moving but unstoppable".Emeline Pankhurst and daughters WSPU– suffragettes more militant tacticsUK women over 30 vote (occupiers only) 1918 but not till 1928 get full suffrage (equal to men)



ANTI – SLAVERY PROTESTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early abolitionists in UK such as William Wilberforce and Thomas Clarkson were successful in leading the fight against slavery with two key acts in 1807 and 1833 stopping the international trade in slaves. Other struggles for labour laws to protect workers – trade union movement became legally recognised in the UK in 1971 Photo - movements to abolish child slavery US- Children at the Union Square Labor Day parade, 1909 (NYPL)In 1919 the International Labour Organisation – ILO is established in Geneva – advocate labour rights. It was created by Part XIII of the Versailles Peace Treaty ending World War I. It grew out of nineteenth-century labor and social movements which culminated in widespread demands for social justice and higher living standards for the world's working people. 



END OF WW2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1940s saw the birth of some key organisations integral to the development of the global sustainability agenda:“The United Nations (UN) is an intergovernmental organization tasked to promote international co-operation and to create and maintain international order. A replacement for the ineffective League of Nations, the organization was established on 24 October 1945 after World War II in order to prevent another such conflict. At its founding, the UN had 51 member states; there are now 193. The organization is financed by assessed and voluntary contributions from its member states. Its objectives include maintaining international peace and security, promoting human rights, fostering social and economic development, protecting the environment, and providing humanitarian aid in cases of famine, natural disaster, and armed conflict.” UNICEF established 1946United National Declaration of Human Rights 1948Important sub group for sustainability = World Health Organisation 1948International Union for Conservation of Nature 1948Birth of social welfare in UK: Beveridge report�



Social Protest Movements “I have a dream” 1963

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1960s saw a strong emphasis on civil rights – with the birth of Amnesty International in 1961 against abuses human rightsMartin Luther King Jr August 28, 1963 “I have a dream” end to racism and calls for economic and civil equalityContinuation of rights movements – First gay pride parade 1970 and built momentum this decade



Report of the Club of Rome

The intent of the project is to examine the complex of
problems troubling people of all nations: poverty in the midst
of plenty; degradation of the environment; loss of faith in
institutions; uncontrolled urban spread; insecurity of employment; 
alienation of youth; rejection of traditional values; and
inflation and other monetary and economic disruptions. 

When?



March 1989 – CERN 
Sir Tim Berners Lee

PROPOSAL FOR A 
WORLD WIDE WEB



UN sets Millennium Development Goals 2000
Complete understanding of the need to combine social, economic and environmental factors in all decision making



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustainability new buzz word from 2000



Critiques of Sustainability/Sustainable 
Development
• Definitions are too vague, e.g. meeting needs 

of one generation whilst not compromising 
the next

• Separate pillars have led to non-integrative 
non-systemic solutions which can lead to 
substitution effects and green wash

• Environment is critical to success of social 
and economic dimensions, it will ultimately 
be undermined if it is placed on an equal 
setting with these.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stopping at year 2000 – your life time what has happened – key events?



Activity

• Individually identify 6 specific events or developments within 
the last twenty years / your lifetime and a quick note how 
they have contributed to strengthening your awareness and 
interest in sustainability. These can be environmental / 
economic / political / social /cultural events /changes.

• Pool your events with your group and discuss the relative 
impacts of these. 
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